Abstract The purpose of this study was to compare the performance of logistic regression, artificial neural networks (ANNs) and decision tree models for predicting diabetes or prediabetes using common risk factors. Participants came from two communities in Guangzhou, China; 735 patients confirmed to have diabetes or prediabetes and 752 normal controls were recruited. A standard questionnaire was administered to obtain information on demographic characteristics, family diabetes history, anthropometric measurements and lifestyle risk factors. Then we developed three predictive models using 12 input variables and one output variable from the questionnaire information; we evaluated the three models in terms of their accuracy, sensitivity and specificity. The logistic regression model achieved a classification accuracy of 76.13% with a sensitivity of 79.59% and a specificity of 72.74%. The ANN model reached a classification accuracy of 73.23% with a sensitivity of 82.18% and a specificity of 64.49%; and the decision tree (C5.0) achieved a classification accuracy of 77.87% with a sensitivity of 80.68% and specificity of 75.13%. The decision tree model (C5.0) had the best classification accuracy, followed by the logistic regression model, and the ANN gave the lowest accuracy.
Introduction
Diabetes is a major cause of concern and its prevalence is increasing in China. A national survey conducted in 1994 on individuals aged 25 to 64 years showed that the prevalences of diabetes and impaired glucose tolerance were 2.5% and 3.2%, respectively [1] . In a cross-sectional study in 2000e2001, on individuals aged 35 to 74 years, the prevalences were 5.5% and 7.3%, respectively [2] . The China National Diabetes and Metabolic Disorders Study conducted in 2007e2008 reported that the age-standardized prevalences of total diabetes and prediabetes (impaired fasting glucose or impaired glucose tolerance) were 9.7% and 15.5%, respectively [3] . Diabetes results from the interaction between a genetic predisposition and behavioral and environmental risk factors [4] . Although the genetic basis of type 2 diabetes has yet to be identified, there is strong evidence that such modifiable risk factors as obesity and physical inactivity are the main nongenetic determinants of the disease [5] . Lifestyle factors linked to the incidence of diabetes or diabetes-related risk factors include physical activity level, dietary habits, adiposity, alcohol consumption, smoking [6e15] , and duration of sleep [16, 17] . The World Health Organization (WHO) recommends the development of simple strategies to identify those at risk of diabetes and provide them with early lifestyle interventions [18] . It is very important to establish predictive models using those risk factors for interventions relating to the development of diabetes. Previous studies have suggested that anthropometric measurement and adipocyte size can serve as predictors of diabetes incidence using traditional statistical methods [19e22] .
Data mining is the process of selecting, exploring and modeling large amounts of data in order to discover unknown patterns or relationships that provide a clear and useful result [23, 24] , and this technique has developed rapidly in recent years. Studies have applied data mining to explore unknown factors and predictive models have been built in the medical field [25e27]. However, relatively little research has considered the use of data mining methods to construct corresponding prediction models for the incidence of diabetes using several common risk factors.
The purpose of this study was to compare multiple prediction models for diabetes incidence based on common risk factors. This study developed three widely used data mining classification models, logistic regression, artificial neural networks (ANNs) and decision tree, along with a 10-fold cross-validation technique. Accuracy, sensitivity and specificity were used to evaluate them.
Materials and methods

Participants
A total of 1487 individuals 20 years of age or older participated in this study. This included 735 volunteers who were confirmed to have diabetes or prediabetes (impaired fasting glucose or impaired glucose tolerance) by a physician according to the 1999 WHO criteria in the past two years and 752 volunteers who were not diabetes or prediabetes patients, and were confirmed as such by physical check in the past two years. These individuals were recruited from the Zhuguang and Liurong communities in Guangzhou, China between July 2007 and December 2008.
Questionnaire
A standard questionnaire, including items of common risk factors of diabetes, was administered to all participants to obtain information on demographic characteristics, family diabetes history, anthropometric measurements and lifestyle risk factors.
Data collection
Demographic characteristics included age, gender, marital status, and level of education. A family history of diabetes was defined as any family member previously having been diagnosed as having diabetes or prediabetes by a physician. Anthropometric measurements were taken on participants who were standing up and wearing light clothes and no shoes. Weight was measured to the nearest 0.1 kg, using a spring balance, and height was measured twice with a standard stadiometer to the nearest 0.5 cm. Body mass index (BMI) was calculated as weight in kilograms divided by the square of height in meters (kg/m 2 ), and a BMI !25 was defined as overweight. In this study the lifestyle risk factors included the following variables: cigarette smoking (having smoked at least 500 cigarettes in one's life); alcohol drinking (the consumption of at least 100 g of alcohol per week for 1 year or longer); tea and coffee drinking (more than once a week); consumption of beef, pork, mutton, fish, vegetables and fruits (more than three times a week); preference for sweet and salty food in daily life; work stress high, moderate and low, according to the participants' subjective impression; physical activity (participation in moderate or vigorous activity for 30 minutes or more per day for at least 3 days a week); and finally sleep duration (short 5 hours, normal 5e8 hours, and long !8 hours).
All staff members successfully completed a training program that familiarized them with both the aims of the study and the specific tools and methods used. At the training sessions, interviewers were given detailed instructions concerning the administration of the study questionnaire.
The study was approved by the Sun Yat-sen University ethics committee and the two communities' ethics committees. Written informed consent was obtained from each participant before data collection.
Statistical analyses
Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS statistical program, version 13.0 for Windows; and data mining prediction models were constructed using SPSS Modeler, version 14.1 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Descriptive statistical analyses were carried out for all variables, using the Chi-square test to examine differences between proportions with significance value of 0.05. The primary analyses were stratified by demographic characteristics and lifestyle risk factors. Binary logistic regression, backpropagation ANNs and decision tree (5.0) models were then constructed using the training dataset and tested by the testing dataset. The original dataset was randomly divided into two parts, with the training dataset containing about 70% training of the participants (1031 cases), and the testing dataset containing 30% of the participants (456 cases) by the partition node of SPSS Modeler software. The 10-fold cross-validation methods were used to measure the unbiased estimate of the three prediction models for the purposes of comparing their performances.
The dependent variable (output variable) was a binary categorical variable with two categories: 0 and 1, where 0 means normal and 1 means diabetes or prediabetes. The independent variables (input variables) were the 12 risk factors that were statistically significant on the Chi-square test. These were gender, age, marital status, educational level, family history of diabetes, BMI, coffee drinking, physical activity, sleep duration, work stress, consumption of fish, and preference for salty foods. All the results of the descriptive and Chi-square tests are shown in Table 1 .
Logistic regression is a nonlinear regression method for predicting a categorical dependent variable. Logistic regression was performed to identify risk factors for many diseases using patient characteristics, history, and risk factors. The logistic model formula computes the probability of the selected disease y (y Z 0 if the subject does not suffer from the disease; otherwise, y Z 1) as a function of the values of the predictive risk factors. If the individual suffers from this disease, the conditional probability is given by p(y Z 1-X ) Z p(X ), and the logistic model formula takes the form:
where X Z (x 1 ,x 2 , ... ,x k ) represents the vector of k's risk factors by the logistic regression approach [26] . In order to ensure the selected input variables are same in the three data mining models, this study used an 'entry' method for developing the logistic regression model to ensure that the 12 variables in the model were statistically significant by Chisquare test. The logistic regression model was built based on the training dataset and it was tested using the testing dataset. The training and testing data were saved for further processing by decision tree and neural networks.
ANNs are a popular data mining tool used to construct complicated and nonlinear models [23] . Basically, an ANN model contains three layers: the input layer, the output layer, and the hidden layer, each layer being made up of nodes (neurons) and links. The nodes in input layers are viewed as predicted variables, whereas the nodes in output layers are analyzed as the outcome variables [28] . This study used a popular ANN architecture called a multi-layer perception network MLPN with back-propagation (a supervised learning algorithm), which is arguably the most commonly used and well-studied ANN architecture. MLPNs are feed-forward neural networks trained with the standard back-propagation algorithm and they are known to be a powerful function approximator for prediction and classification problems [24] . The architecture of the MLPN consisted of three layers, an input layer, a hidden layer and an output layer. The input layer contained 20 input neurons with the 12 variables; the hidden layer consisted of 15 hidden nodes; and the output layer consisted of one output neuron. The initial learning rate and momentum for network training were set to 0.3 and 0.9, respectively.
A decision tree is a form for expressing such mappings, and it consists of tests or attribute nodes linked to two or more subtrees and leaves or decision nodes labeled with a class that reflects the decision [29] . Popular decision-tree algorithms include Quinlan's ID3, C4.5, C5.0, and Breiman et al.'s classification and regression trees (CART) [24] . Based on the favorable prediction results we obtained from the preliminary runs, in this study we chose to use C5.0 algorithm as our decision tree method, which is an improved version of the C4.5 and ID3 algorithms [30] . In this study, the tree was built from the training data. It was then heuristically pruned to avoid overfitting the data, which tended to introduce a classification error on the testing data. C5.0 follows the post-pruning approach, which removes branches from a fully grown tree. For each non-leaf node in the tree, the pruning algorithm estimated the expected error rate that would occur if the subtree at that node were pruned. Then the expected error rate occurring if the node was not pruned was estimated using the error rates for each branch, combined by weighting according to the proportion of observations along each branch. If pruning the node led to a greater than expected error rate, then the subtree was kept. Otherwise, it was pruned [31] .
This paper used both a confusion matrix to appraise the performance of the three models for incidence of diabetes and three evaluated indices for accuracy, sensitivity and specificity. The classification accuracy measures the proportion of cases correctly classified. Sensitivity measures the fraction of positive cases that are classified as positive. Specificity measures the fraction of negative cases that are classified as negative [32] .
where TP, TN, FP and FN denote true positives, true negatives, false positives and false negatives, respectively. The model with highest the sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy is the best predictive model.
Results
In the present study, 1487 individuals were recruited from two communities; 735 were diabetes or prediabetes patients and 752 were not. The characteristics of participants and Pearson Chi-square test results between two groups are shown in Table 1 . Cigarettes smoking (p Z 0.687), alcohol consumption (p Z 0.058), tea drinking (p Z 0.591), beef or pork or mutton consumption (p Z 0.519), vegetable consumption (p Z 0.190), fruit consumption (p Z 0.197), and preference for sweet food (p Z 0.055) had no statistical significance, and the other 12 factors showed statistically significant differences between the two groups, at a significance level of 0.05.
The sensitivity analysis performed for this research is presented in Table 2 , where each variable is placed in order of its relative importance. The standardization regression coefficients denoted the independent variables importance in the logistic regression model. Sensitivity analysis is a method for extracting the cause and effect relationship between the inputs and output of an ANN model [24] . In the C5.0 decision tree model, to determine the order in which variables must be chosen to split the data, this model used entropy-based information gain as a measure to allow comparison of the variables across a few scales meaning we could show the relative importance of each variable.
The three models were evaluated based on accuracy, sensitivity and specificity, and the detailed predictions produced from the training and testing datasets are presented in the form of confusion matrices. A confusion matrix is a matrix representation of classification results. shows the results in a tabular format. The present study found that the training dataset logistic regression model achieved a classification accuracy of 75.95% with a sensitivity of 79.68% and a specificity of 72.40%; the ANN model achieved a classification accuracy of 73.52%, with a sensitivity of 83.47% and a specificity of 64.08%. However, the decision tree (C5.0) performed best among the three evaluated models. The decision tree had a classification accuracy of 78.27%, with a sensitivity of 81.87% and a specificity of 74.86%. In the testing dataset, the logistic regression model achieved a classification accuracy of 76.54% with a sensitivity of 79.40% and a specificity of 73.54%. The ANN model gave a classification accuracy of 72.59%, with a sensitivity of 79.40% and a specificity of 65.47%, and the decision tree achieved a classification accuracy of 76.97%, with a sensitivity of 78.11% and a specificity of 75.78%. In the whole dataset, the accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of logistic regression model were 76.13%, 79.59% and 72.74%, respectively; in the ANN model they were 73.23%, 82.18% and 64.49%, respectively; and in the decision tree model they were 77.87%, 80.68% and 75.13%, respectively, which was the best result among three models.
Discussion
Assessing and building predictive models for diabetes using common risk factors is important in the rapidly growing economy and changing lifestyles of China. As shown in Table 1 , 12 variables were associated with incidence of diabetes at a significance level of 0.05. Older age, family history of diabetes, BMI, and preference for salty food were positively related, while education level and drinking coffee were negatively related to the presence of diabetes. Previous surveys of risk factors for diabetes reported similar results [33, 34] , and several large-scale trials have demonstrated the benefits of the prevention of diabetes with lifestyle interventions [5, 35, 36] . However, the data from this study suggested that physical activity and extent of stress related to work were also positively associated with diabetes. One of the reasons is the difference in age between the two groups; as shown in Table 1 , the proportion of people aged 60 years and older in the diabetes and normal groups are 74.3% and 25.5%, respectively, and age is a risk factor for diabetes. The majority of older people in China are retired, so they have more time to participate in physical activity and they lack work stress. Smoking, drinking alcohol, and eating vegetables and fruit on a daily basis were not significantly associated with diabetes, which is not in agreement with the results of some previous studies [15,37e39] . A logistic regression model is most widely used when the prediction of disease or health status is of interest. In recent years, there has been growing interest in data mining techniques to construct and compare predictive models. Many previous studies have employed predictive models for The numbers were the observed count and the proportion (%) in the categorical variable of each group. , and the decision tree model was reported to perform better than logistic regression [44] . The results of this study indicated that the C5.0 decision tree is the best predictor, with 77.87% accuracy on the whole dataset. The logistic regression model came out second, with 76.13% accuracy. The ANNs model was poorest of the three models, with 73.23% accuracy. From the sensitivity analysis, as shown in Table 2 , age, family history of diabetes, BMI and preference for salty food played an important role in the incidence of diabetes in our study communities, and the results provide evidence for the prevention of diabetes through community interventions. As we show here, based on certain predictive attributes models can be developed that accurately predict the outcome of the incidence of a disease and its risk factors. These predictive models can be valuable tools in medicine [24] . However, there are areas of concern in the development of predictive models:
C the model should include all clinically relevant data; C the model should be tested on an independent sample; and C the model must make sense to the medical personnel who use supposed to implement it.
It has been shown that not all predictive models constructed using data mining techniques satisfy these requirements [45] .
This study has limitations of feasibility and resource constraints. On one hand, the 1487 individuals were recruited only from two communities in Guangzhou, China. If more information from diabetes patients and normal controls was collected from every region of China, the sample would be more representative. On the other hand, the individuals in our study were diagnosed by a physician or during physical check in the past two years by selfreporting. If all the subjects underwent an oral glucosetolerance test, and fasting and 2-hour glucose levels were measured to identify diabetes and prediabetes, the result would be more reliable.
Conclusion
In summary, we compared three prediction models for diabetes or prediabetes incidence using 12 risk factors. The results indicated that the C5.0decision tree model performed best on classification accuracy. This study may assist future researchers in choosing the optimal predictive models for implementing community lifestyle interventions to decrease the incidence of diabetes. Table 3 The performance of three predictive models for diabetes incidence.
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